SUBMISSIONS FOR 1995 AWARDS

NON-FICTION

Batt, Sharon PATIENT NO MORE gynergy books
Bissoondath, Neil SELLING ILLUSIONS Penguin
Buchignani, Walter TELL NO ONE WHO YOU ARE Tundra
Clarke, Gerald NO MUD ON THE BACK SEAT Robert Davies
Cote, Marcel and IF QUEBEC GOES... Stoddart
Johnston, David
Cross, Ronald LASAGNA: THE MAN BEHIND THE MASK Talon Books
Deutsch, Mina MINA’S STORY: A DOCTOR’S ECW Press
MEMOIR OF THE HOLOCAUST
Dudek, Louis THE BIRTH OF REASON DC Books
Fisher, Red HOCKEY, HEROES AND ME McClelland&Stewart
Foran, Charles THE LAST HOUSE OF ULSTER HarperCollins
Freed, Josh FEAR OF FRYING AND Véhicule Press
OTHER FAX OF LIFE
Goyens, Chris and JEAN BELIVEAU MY LIFE McClelland&Stewart
Turowetz Allan IN HOCKEY
Grant, John K. BALANCE: ART AND NATURE Black Rose Books
Johnson, William A CANADIAN MYTH Robert Davies
Lecker, Robert MAKING IT REAL House of Anansi
MacKay, Donald and TRAIN COUNTRY Douglas and McIntyre
Perry, Lorne BEFORE THE END OF THE DAY Michael Malus
Malus, Michael PUT UP AND SHUT UP! Robert Davies
Mosher, Terry and LEARNING TO DRAW, DRAWING TO LEARN Robert Davies
Bauch, Hubie
Nash, Joanna
Pechter, Bruce WHAT WAS SHAKESPEARE? Cornell Univ. Press
Pitcher, Patricia ARTISTS, CRAFTSMEN AND TECHNOCRATS Stoddart
Reed, Fred A. PERSIAN POSTCARDS: IRAN Talon Book
AFTER KHOMEINI
Richler, Mordecai THIS YEAR IN JERUSALEM Alfred A. Knopf
Rochon, Louis P. ECONOMICS IN CRISIS Robert Davies
Snyder, Brodie and Storey, RED’S STORY MacMillan Canada
Red
Ternar, Yeshim THE BOOK & THE VEIL Véhicule Press
Whiteman, Bruce LASTING IMPRESSIONS Véhicule Press
Young, Carolyn A. THE GLORY OF OTTAWA McGill-Queen’s